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Abstract

The excellent bit error rate performance of new soft iter�
ative decoding algorithms �eg�� turbo�codes� is achieved
at the expense of a computationally burdensome itera�
tive decoding procedure� In this paper� we present a new
method called early detection that can be used to reduce
the computational complexity of a variety of soft iterative
decoding methods� Using a con�dence criterion� some in�
formation symbols� state variables and codeword symbols
are detected early on in the iterative decoding procedure�
leading to a reduction in the computational complexity of
further processing� After presenting a general Markov ran�
dom �eld framework �eg�� the Tanner graph� for compound

codes� we use this framework to show how early detection
leads to computational savings� We then present an easily
implemented instance of this algorithm� called trellis splic�

ing� that can be used with turbo�codes� For a simulated
turbo�code system� at low BERs we obtain a reduction in
computational complexity of over a factor of four relative
to conventional turbo�decoding� without any increase in
BER�

� Introduction

The impressive bit error rate performance of the turbo�

decoding algorithm introduced by Berrou et al� ��	 has led
to an explosion of interest in the theory and application
of a much more general class of error�correction decoding
algorithms called soft iterative decoding� In this paper� we
present a simple method for reducing the computational
complexity of soft iterative decoders� The new method
stems from our observation that the values of certain infor�
mation symbols� state variables and codeword symbols can

often be ascertained early on in the decoding process� By
identifying such candidates and detecting them� we reduce
the computational complexity of subsequent decoding� We
refer to this general method as early detection�

Early detection can be applied in conjunction with a
variety of soft iterative decoding algorithms� In general�
these algorithms are used to decode compound codes �aka�

parallel concatenated codes���� Webster�s th dictionary
de�nes compound as a 
macroscopically homogeneous sub�
stance consisting of atoms or ions of two or more di�erent
elements in de�nite proportions� and usually having prop�
erties unlike those of its constituent elements�� In our case�
the compound code is comprised of constituent codes� For
a given codeword� all of the constituent codewords are gen�
erated from the same information block� As a consequence�
they are interdependent and must be decoded interactively�
The idea is that the error�correcting capabilities of the en�
tire compound code far exceeds the capabilities of the con�
stituent codes� Usually� but not always� each constituent
code is highly structured� The compound code can con�
tain many constituent codes which are short� or only a few
constituent codes which are long� Obviously� extremely
short constituent codes cannot be highly structured� On
the other hand� the compound code presented by Berrou et

al� ��	 consists of two very long convolutional constituent
codes��

�As many researchers have pointed out� the terms �parallel� and
�concatenated� are misleading� Any code can be thought of as par�
allel in the sense of separate generator matrix rows� The term �con�
catenated� is loaded in the information theory literature� eg�� Forney
used it long ago to refer not to codewords� but to concatenated en�
coders and decoders ��	�

�We take the term turbo�code to refer to a compound code com�
prised of convolutional constituent codes�
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Given a received word� the soft iterative decoder �rst
extracts the constituent words and then operates in cy�

cles� During each cycle� the decoder processes a single
constituent code� using the soft decisions made by the pre�
vious cycles to bias the result� As pointed out by Wiberg
et al� ��	 and MacKay and Neal ��	� the key ideas of soft
iterative decoding are present in Gallager�s ���� work on
low�density parity�check codes ��	� In ����� Tanner derived
some lower bounds on rate and minimumdistance for sim�
ilar 
recursive� codes ��	� A large body of interesting work
that ranges from the very practical to the very theoretical
has recently emerged ��������	�

Here is an outline of this paper� In Section �� we
present a view of compound codes as Markov random
�elds �������	 and show that Tanner graphs �����	� are a
special case of Markov random �elds� We then present the
general probability propagation decoding algorithm which
was �rst derived by Gallager ��	 and then later in the ex�
pert systems literature by Pearl ���	� The graphical model
framework is a useful tool for understanding the proba�
bilistic mechanics of soft iterative decoding as well as the
procedure and computational implications of early detec�
tion� Readers that are intimately familiar with soft iter�
ative decoding and readers that are primarily interested
in turbo�codes may wish to skip this somewhat tutorial
section on graphical models�

In Section �� we �rst give an intuition for early detection
using a turbo�code example� Then� we present a speci�c
method called thresholded early detection that is used to
ascertain which symbols or state variables to detect early�
We also discuss what types of criteria are appropriate for
terminating the iterative decoding procedure� when early
detection is used�

In Section �� we show how� in general� the compound
code graph is simpli�ed when an information symbol� a
state variable or a codeword symbol is early�detected� It
turns out that each of these types of variable leads to a
di�erent degree of simpli�cation for a given graph� To
conclude this section� we relate the simpli�cation of the
compound code graph to the computational reduction for
subsequent decoding� The following sections can be eas�
ily understood without the general ideas presented in this
section� so readers that are primarily interested in turbo�
codes may wish to skip this section�

In Section �� we consider information symbol early detec�
tion for trellises� and derive the trellis splicing algorithm�
which is well�suited to the turbo�decoder� We analyse the
additional computational complexity and memory required
by trellis splicing and for processing the resulting spliced
trellis� It turns out that the additional complexity and
memory requirements are minor� Also� the software algo�
rithm for performing trellis splicing is quite simple�

In Section �� we present results for thresholded early
detection of information symbols in a turbo�code system�
using trellis splicing to simplify the compound code graph�

Here� we �nd that for a speci�ed BER there is an opti�
mal threshold that will lead to the greatest reduction in
computational complexity�

Finally� in Section � we comment on the usefulness of
thresholded early detection over the parameter ranges that
we have explored� We describe some future research direc�
tions meant to �nd the ideal conditions for early detection�

� Graphical Models and Soft Iterative De�
coding

In the error�correction �eld� we are interested in �nding an
information symbol sequence that maximizes the a poste�

riori distribution over information symbols given the ob�
served channel output� For example� if Xk is the ran�
dom variable representing an information symbol and y is
the observed sequence of received signals� we can minimize
the rate of information symbol errors by choosing the xk
that maximizes P �Xk � xkjy�� Alternatively� if X is the
random variable representing an information symbol se�
quence� we can minimize the rate of information sequence

errors �word errors� by choosing the x that maximizes
P �X � xjy�� Many codes are very naturally described in
graphical models ����������	� and in fact every block code
can be represented graphically ������	� A graphical model
consists of a graph which depicts dependencies between in�
formation symbols� state variables and codeword symbols�
in addition to local probabilistic information �eg�� signal
likelihoods�� Not only is the graphical model formalism a
useful way to enforce code structure� but it also implies a
computational paradigm for encoding and decoding� For
example� soft iterative decoding is fundamentally related
to the method of probability propagation ������	 which is an
algorithm used for computing marginal probabilities �eg��
P �Xk � xkjy�� using graphical models �see textbook ref�
erences �����	��

Gallager ��	 and Pearl ���	 have independently shown
that probability propagation is an exact algorithm for com�
puting conditional probabilities when the graphical model
is singly�connected� A singly�connected graph is one that
has only a single path connecting any two nodes �other�
wise� the graph is multiply�connected�� For example� if we
associate a graph node with the state variable of a trellis
at each time step� then the entire trellis forms a Markov
chain which is singly connected� An algorithm for com�
puting P �Xk � xkjy� on a Markov chain was developed
by Baum and Petrie ��	 as well as by Bahl et al� ���	 �who
cite ��	�� The former authors called their procedure the
forward�backward algorithm� Although there has recently
been a tendency to refer to this algorithm as the 
BCJR�
algorithm �after the initials of the latter authors�� we pre�
fer to use the original name since it is more descriptive�
In any case� it turns out that this algorithm is identical
to the algorithm that results when probability propaga�
tion is applied to a trellis� Furthermore� it turns out that
soft iterative decoding is probability propagation applied

�
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Figure �� �a� The graph for a Markov random �eld �MRF��
�b� The cliques for this graph are shown by dotted loops�

to multiply�connected graphical models that describe com�
pound codes� Because probability propagation is only ap�
proximate in this case� the entire propagation procedure
must be iterated until some termination criterion is sat�
is�ed� As an example of a graphical model that is not

singly�connected� consider the convolutional turbo�code of
Berrou et al� ��	� which has a trellis corresponding to each
of two convolutional constituent codes� Two adjacent sec�
tions in one trellis are connected directly in that trellis as
well as indirectly via the information symbols through the
other trellis�

��� Markov Random Fields

A Markov random �eld �MRF� consists of a set of vari�
able vertices V � a set of undirected edges E� such that
the vertex pair �u� v� is in E if and only if vertex u is
connected to vertex v� a set of random variables X with
one element Xv � Fv for each variable vertex v �Fv is the
�eld of Xv�� and a set of potential functions which de�ne a
joint distribution over the random variables� An example
of the graph for a MRF is shown in Fig� �a� A clique is a
maximal complete subgraph of the MRF� all of the cliques
for the above MRF are shown by dotted loops in Fig� �b�
Each clique q in the complete set of cliques Q has a subset
of vertices Vq� Given a nonnegative potential function for
each clique q � Q�

�MRF

q �fXv � v � Vqg� �
O

v�Vq

Fv � R�

the joint distribution over the random variables is given by

PMRF�X�
X

�
Y

q�Q

�MRF

q �fXv � v � Vqg��

where
X

� means that the constant of proportionality is in�
dependent of X� For the MRF shown in Fig� �� we have

PMRF�X�
X

� �MRF
q�
�Xv� � Xv� � Xv���

MRF
q�
�Xv� � Xv� � Xv��

� �MRF
q�
�Xv� � Xv�� Xv���

MRF
q�
�Xv� � Xv� � Xv��

� �MRF

q�
�Xv� � Xv�� Xv��� ���
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Figure �� �a� A Tanner graph that is equivalent to the
MRF graph shown in Fig� �� �b� A Tanner graph that spec�
i�es more detailed structure than the more general MRF
graph can illustrate�

A MRF can be used to describe a code in a variety of
ways� If each random variable Xv corresponds to a code�
word symbol� then the potentials provide a highly local �in
graph topology� description of the code� For example� the
MRF discussed above can be used to specify a code that
satis�es even parity locally in GF ����

�MRF
q�
�Xv� � Xv�� Xv�� � Xv� �Xv� �Xv� � �

�MRF

q�
�Xv� � Xv�� Xv�� � Xv� �Xv� � �

�MRF
q�
�Xv� � Xv�� Xv�� � Xv� �Xv� � �

�MRF
q�
�Xv� � Xv�� Xv�� � Xv� �Xv� �Xv� � �

�MRF

q�
�Xv� � Xv� � Xv�� � Xv� �Xv� �Xv� � �� ���

From ��� it is easy to see that the MRF places equal prob�
ability mass on all codewords that satisfy the local parity
equations described above�

��� Tanner Graphs Are MRFs

For the MRF code with the potentials given in ����
�MRF
q�
�Xv� � Xv�� Xv�� does not depend on Xv� �ie�� Xv�

is not included in the parity check equation�� However�
this fact is not represented graphically in the MRF graph
shown in Fig� �� A special type of bipartite MRF� called
a Tanner graph ��� ��	� can be used to make the depen�
dency structure more explicit�� For the Tanner graph� we
augment the original set of MRF variable vertices V with
a disjoint set of vertices W � which we call clique vertices�
For each clique q in the original MRF� there is one clique
vertex in the Tanner graph� which is connected to all of the
variable vertices that �q depends on� The Tanner graph
for the general MRF graph shown in Fig� �a is illustrated
in Fig� �a� where variable vertices in V are shown as large
un�lled discs and clique vertices in W are shown as small
�lled discs� Each clique vertex w is connected to all of the
variable vertices Vq in the corresponding clique� q� For the
more speci�c potentials given in ���� we get a Tanner graph

�A bipartite graph is one with two nonoverlapping sets of vertices
such that each vertex is not connected to any of the vertices in the
same set�

�
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Figure �� �a� The minimal�memory MRF for a trellis� �b�
A simpler extended�memory trellis MRF� �c� The Tanner
graph for a trellis�

with fewer edges� as shown in Fig� �b� For example� this
graph shows that the potential for the clique associated
with clique vertex w� does not depend on Xv� �

Since each clique vertex in a Tanner graph represents the
variables on which the corresponding potential depends� it
is natural to associate these variables with the clique ver�
tex� Formally� each clique vertex w has a corresponding
vector random variable Zw whose elements are the ran�
dom variables for the vertices to which the clique vertex
connects� For the potentials given in ���� we have

Zw� � �Xv� � Xv��

Zw� � �Xv� � Xv� � Xv��

Zw� � �Xv� � Xv��

Zw� � �Xv� � Xv� � Xv��

Zw� � �Xv� � Xv� � Xv���

Since Zw contains the relevant random variables for all of
clique vertex w�s neighbors� in a Tanner graph we need only
specify one potential for each clique vertex in the graph�

PTG�X�
X

�
Y

w�W

�TG
w �Zw��

As another example� consider the MRF for a minimal�
memory trellis� as shown in Fig� �a� We use un�lled discs
to represent information symbols� un�lled squares to repre�
sent codeword symbols� and a pair of un�lled nested discs
to represent state variables� The last symbol was intro�
duced by Wiberg ���	� Each codeword symbol depends
on the previous state and the current information sym�
bol� Each state also depends on the previous state and
the current information symbol� By extending the state
memory� we can draw a simpler trellis MRF� as shown in
Fig� �b� The Tanner graph shown in Fig� �c shows how the
current information symbol� the current codeword symbol�

�a� �b�

vr
vr

Figure �� �a� The connectivity of a singly�connected MRF�
�b� Vertices are ordered by selecting a root vr � laying out
the vertices concentrically� and then ordering them radi�
ally�

the previous state variable and the next state variable must
all satisfy a set of local constraints�

Although Tanner graphs may be more explicit about de�
pendencies than equivalent MRFs �cf� Fig� �b and Fig� �a��
the Tanner graph in general is just a special case of the
MRF� So� many results and algorithms that have been de�
veloped for MRFs are applicable to codes based on Tanner
graphs� In particular� various algorithms that can be used
for decoding have been developed� including Markov chain
Monte Carlo ���� ��	� mean �eld methods ��� ��� ��	� the
generalized Viterbi algorithm �����	 and probability prop�
agation ��� ��� ��	� The last of these algorithms turns out
to be the underlying method for the turbo�decoding algo�
rithm and other soft iterative decoding algorithms� Be�
fore presenting the method of probability propagation� we
describe singly�connected MRFs for which the method is
exact�

��� Singly�Connected MRFs

The graph for a singly�connected MRF is restricted so
that there is only one path between any two vertices �cf�
Fig� �a�� It will be useful to think of the vertices as having
an ancestral ordering that is speci�ed by arbitrarily select�
ing a vertex as the root vr and then laying out the remain�
ing vertices concentrically as shown in Fig� �b� Vertices
that are equidistant from the root are ordered arbitrarily�
We use the notation v � u to mean that vertex v is earlier
in this ancestral ordering than vertex u� In this ordering�
each vertex v �� vr is directly connected to a single vertex
�v that is closer to the root� called the parent of v� The
set of all vertices that have the same parent v are called
the children of v� Nv is the number of children of vertex v�
In a Tanner graph� it is obvious that both the parent and
the children of a vertex are in the opposite vertex set� In a
singly�connected MRF� each edge corresponds to a clique�
so the potentials are de�ned for all u� v � V � �u� v� � E�

�MRF

uv �Xu� Xv� � Fu � Fv � R�

�



Using the ordering described above� the joint distribution
over the entire set of random variables X is given by

PMRF�X�
X

� �MRF
vr
�Xvr �

Y

u�V �
u��vr

�MRF
u�u
�Xu� X�u�� ���

where the leading term� �MRF
vr
�Xvr �� is a potential partic�

ular to the root� Using Bayes� rule� the joint distribution
can also be written as a product of radially conditioned
probabilities�

PMRF�X� � PMRF�Xvr �
Y

u�V �
u��vr

PMRF�XujfXv � v � ug��
���

Identifying terms in the products of ��� and ���� we

�nd that PMRF�XujfXv � v � ug��
Xu
� �MRF

u�u
�Xu� X�u��

This potential only depends on Xu and X�u � and so
PMRF�XujfXv � v � ug� � PMRF�XujX�u�� This means
that if the value of the random variable associated with
vertex v is known� then the distribution over the descen�
dents of v does not depend on the random variables in any
other part of the graph� This also allows us to express the
local potentials as follows�

PMRF�Xvr �
Xvr
� �MRF

vr
�Xvr �� and

PMRF�XujX�u�
Xu
� �MRF

u�u
�Xu� X�u�� � u�V � u �� vr �

So� as an alternative to the set of potential functions� a
singly�connected MRF can be speci�ed by listing one local
radially conditioned probability distribution for each edge�

For a Tanner graph� the random variable associated with
each clique vertex consists of the random variables associ�
ated with the vertices to which it connects� As a result� for
edges where a clique vertex is the parent� the conditional
probability is trivially unity� since

P TG�Xv jZ�v� � P TG�XvjXv� X��v
� � ��

So� for a Tanner graph� we need only specify one local
radially conditioned probability distribution for each edge
where the child is a clique vertex�

For example� consider the Tanner graph shown in
Fig� �a� where Zw� � �Xv� � Xv� � Xvr�� Zw� �
�Xv� � Xv� � Xvr�� Zw� � �Xv� � Xv�� Xvr �� and Zw� �
�Xv� � Xv� � Xvr�� To specify a code that satis�es even par�
ity locally� we select a root node vr as shown and then
write out one conditional distribution for each edge where

�a�

vr

w� w�

w� w�

v� v� v�

v� v�

v� v� v�

�b�

vr

w� w�

w� w�

v� v� v�

v� v�

v�
v� v�

Figure �� �a� A singly�connected Tanner graph that de�
scribes a code� �b� The Tanner graph used for decod�
ing� The extra variable vertices correspond to the received
noise�correpted codeword symbols and the extra clique ver�
tices model the channel noise �assumed memoryless in this
case��

the child is a clique vertex�

PTG�Xvr � � �

PTG�Zw� jXvr � � PTG�Xv� � Xv� � Xvr jXvr �

� PTG�Xv� � Xv� jXvr�

Xv� �Xv�
� Xv� �Xv� �Xvr � �

PTG�Zw� jXvr �
Xv� �Xv�
� Xv� �Xv� �Xvr � �

PTG�Zw� jXvr �
Xv� �Xv�
� Xv� �Xv� �Xvr � �

PTG�Zw� jXvr �
Xv� �Xv�
� Xv� �Xv� �Xvr � ��

Now that we have developed the above probabilistic in�
terpretation for the singly�connected MRF� we can easily
show how to exactly decode a noise�corrupted codeword
that was produced by a singly�connected MRF or Tanner
graph�

��� Encoding and Decoding� Probability Propaga�

tion in Singly�Connected MRFs

Suppose that in the Tanner graph of Fig� �a� random vari�
ables Xv� � Xv� � Xv� and Xv� �corresponding to the corner
vertices� form the systematic part of a ��� �� code� In order
to encode this systematic component� we must �x these
variables to the source values xv� � xv�� xv� and xv� and
then somehow determine a valid con�guration for the re�
maining variables Xv� � Xv� � Xvr � Xv� � and Xv� � Although
in the present case we may accomplish this by inspection�
for more complex graphs we will need a low�complexity
automated procedure� We have a similar problem for de�
coding when we receive y� a noise�corrupted version of X�
The Tanner graph for the decoding problem is shown in
Fig� �b� where extra variable vertices represent the random
variables for the received signals� Taking v� as the vertex
corresponding to the received signal for the codeword sym�
bol corresponding to v� the local conditional distributions

�
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Figure �� A fragment of a MRF illustrates the local com�
putations used for probability propagation�

P �Yvk� jXvk� for the received signals are speci�ed according
to a channel model� Here� we are interested in symbol�wise
MAP� so we �x the values of Y to the received values y
and then determine an x that maximizes the marginal a
posteriori distributions� P �Xvk � xvk jY � y�� Again� we
need a low�complexity automated procedure for computing
these distributions�

Probability propagation is an exact method for comput�
ing the distribution each variable in a singly�connected
MRF� given the values for an observed subset of variables��
The method consists of highly local computations that oc�
cur at each vertex� We assume that the values for some
subset of random variables are given �eg�� observed chan�
nel output�� and we refer to these collectively as O� Con�
sider an unobserved vertex v� with parent �v and children
u�� � � � � uNv

as shown in Fig� �� Let O�
uk
refer to the ob�

served random variables associated with vertex uk or those
vertices that are connected to uk from below� Let O	

v re�
fer to the observed random variables associated with those
vertices that are connected to v from above� not includ�
ing v itself� which is unobserved by assumption� Suppose
that the distributions P �X�v jO

	
v � and P �O

�
uk
jXv�� �k are

available at vertex v as shown in Fig� �� �These can be
thought of as local messages being passed from above and
below�� Using the conditional distributions P �XvjX�v �
and P �XukjXv�� which are part of the MRF speci�cation�
we can easily compute the probability for Xv conditioned
on O	

v �

P �XvjO
	
v � �
X

X�v

P �XvjX�v�P �X�v jO
	
�v
�� ���

Using the fact that O�
v � �O

�
u�
� O�

u�
� � � � � O�

uNv
�� the like�

lihood of O�
v conditioned on Xv is computed from

P �O�
v jXv� � P �O�

u�
� O�

u�
� � � � � O�

uNv
jXv�

�
Y

k

P �O�
uk
jXv�� ���

�The method of probability propagation is also applicable to other
types of graphical models� including Bayesian networks �
�	�

Finally� the distribution over Xv conditioned on all the
observed random variables is computed by

P �XvjO� � P �XvjO
�
v � O

	
v �

Xv
� P �Xv� O

�
v jO

	
v �

� P �XvjO
	
v �P �O

�
v jXv�� ��

So� given the probability 
messages� shown in Fig� �� equa�
tions ���� ���� and �� can be used to compute the marginal
distribution for Xv conditioned on the given random vari�
ables�

It is easy to see how vertex v can now produce ap�
propriate outgoing probability messages� The probability
P �O�

v jX�v �� which is passed up to �v� is computed from

P �O�
v jX�v � �

X

Xv

P �O�
v jXv�P �XvjX�v �� ���

The probability P �XvjO
	
uk
�� which is passed down to each

uk� must take into account not only the observations con�
nected to v from above� but also the observations con�
nected from below to uk�� �k� �� k� It is computed from

P �XvjO
	
uk
� � P �XvjO

	
v � fO

�
uk�
� k� �� kg�

Xv
� P �Xv� fO

�
uk�
� k� �� kgjO	

v �

� P �XvjO
	
v �P �fO

�
uk�
� k� �� kgjXv�

� P �XvjO
	
v �
Y

k� ��k

P �O�
uk�
jXv�� ���

To compute this top�down message� we must �rst have
available the bottom�up messages for the other children�

Using these rules for computing local probabilities� it is
possible to compute P �XvjO� for each unobserved vertex
v in the MRF� Without loss of generality� we assume that
the observed random variables correspond to leaf vertices�
�If the random variable corresponding to a nonleaf vertex
v is observed� then the distribution over its descendents
does not depend on the random variables in any other part
of the graph� Then� probabilities can be propagated in a
forest of independent trees�� Suppose that in Fig� �� Xu�

is known to have the value xu� � The probability message
P �O�

u�
jXv� is then equal to P �Xu� � xu� jXv�� which can

be determined directly from the MRF speci�cation� We
continue to propagate these probabilities towards the root�
level by level� storing them as we go �see the concentric
rings in Fig� �b�� Once the root has been reached� we
begin to propagate probabilities back out to the leaves�
again storing them as we go� Finally� we compute the
marginals for each unobserved vertex� using ��� This two�
pass procedure can be thought of as a generalization of the
forward�backward algorithm�

As with the forward�backward algorithm� the computa�
tional complexity of probability propagation is reasonably
low� The number of operations needed to compute ��� and
��� scales with FvF�v � For ���� the number of operations
scales with FvNv� where Nv is the number of children of

�



�a� �b�

Figure � �a� The MRF for a compound code� �b� The
MRFs for the corresponding four constituent codes�

vertex v� For ���� the number of operations scales with
N�
v �

If an observed leaf vertex in a MRF has only a sin�
gle edge �which is always the case for a singly�connected
MRF�� then the vertex will contribute a single constant
message to the propagation procedure� In the above ex�
ample� where vertex u� is observed� the probability distri�
bution P �Xu� � xu� jXv� is propagated upwards from u��
This message stays constant during the two�pass procedure
and so the vertex u� can be left out of the graph for the
purpose of illustrating the probability propagation dynam�
ics� Often� we will draw the MRF without the observed leaf
vertices with the understanding that the constant distri�
butions that they contribute are taken into account while
propagating probabilities� As an example� for the Tanner
graph shown in Fig� �b� we will usually leave out the ver�
tices vk� and simply present the Tanner graph shown in
Fig� �a� with the understanding that each vertex vk takes
into account any directly related observations�

��� MRFs for Compound Codes

We de�ne a compound graphical code to be one which
can be described by a set of singly�connected constituent
MRFs� which are joined together so that the total MRF
is not singly�connected� The MRF for an example of such
a compound code is shown in Fig� a� This example il�
lustrates that there is often not a unique decomposition
of a compound code into its constituent codes� However�
usually the compound code is designed using well�known
constituent codes� For this example� the compound code
was constructed from four of the same constituent codes of
the type shown in Fig� �a� The compound code is shown
broken into singly�connected pieces in Fig� b�

A compound code which has recently indicated great
promise at low SNRs �at least for moderate BERs� is the
turbo�code� The MRF for the turbo�code is shown in
Fig� �a� This compound code consists of two trellises that
are connected at the information symbol vertices� The de�
composed code is shown in Fig� �b� Each of the constituent
MRFs are joined to the information symbol vertices using
a di�erent pseudo�random ordering�

�a� �b�

Information symbol State variable Codeword symbol

Figure �� �a� The MRF for the turbo�code compound code�
�b� The constituent MRFs for the turbo�code�

��	 Probability Propagation for Compound Codes

Since each constituent MRF is singly�connected� probabil�
ities for each random variable given the observed random
variables can be e�ciently computed exactly within each
constituent MRF� However� because the compound MRF
is multiply�connected� probability propagation on the com�
pound MRF is only an approximate algorithm for comput�
ing these probabilities� As we see it� the general idea of soft
iterative decoding is to make use of the e�cient probabil�
ity propagation algorithm for each constituent MRF� The
overall decoding procedure consists of a series of processing
cycles� In each cycle� probabilities are propagated across a
particular constituent MRF� producing a set of probability
messages� These messages can be used to compute current
estimates of the distributions over information symbols�
state variables and codeword symbols� given the observed
channel output� The next cycle then uses the probability
messages produced by the previous cycle when processing
the next constituent MRF� Usually� the constituent codes
are processed in order and one pass through all of the codes
is called an iteration� Because the compound code MRF
is multiply�connected� the overall propagation procedure
never terminates� Instead� this cyclic procedure is allowed
to iterate until some termination criterion is satis�ed �eg��
a speci�c number of iterations have occurred�� Then� the
information symbols are detected� usually in the fashion
of the maximum a posteriori �MAP� symbol probability
decoding rule�

Fig� � shows the �owchart for soft iterative decod�
ing� In general� there are J constituent codes indexed by
j � f�� � � � � J � �g� C
� � � � � Cj� � � � � CJ��� For cycle i�
the MRF for constituent code Cm�i� is used� where m�� is
an integer mapping that speci�es which constituent code
to use for a given cycle number� Usually� the constituent
codes are processed in order� eg�� m�i� � i mod J �

The above procedure produces soft decisions at the end
of each cycle for the information symbols� state variables�





Begin i� 


Produce soft decisions for
symbols and state variables
using constituent code Cm
i�

i� i	�

Decoding
complete�

No

Yes

Detect all

information symbols

End

Figure �� The �owchart for soft iterative decoding using
multiple constituent codes� For example� in ��	 each con�
stituent code consists of a convolutional code produced
using a di�erent permutation of the information symbols�

and codeword symbols� A soft decision at cycle i for
random variable Xv takes the form of a log�odds value�
�Liv�xv

��� de�ned for each possible value of xv� � Fv�
�Liv�xv

�� is an approximation to the a posteriori log�odds
for random variable Xv� given the observed channel out�
put� If y � �y
� � � � �yJ��� is the total received signal
sequence �including each received signal sequence yj for
constituent code Cj�� then

�Liv�xv
�� � log

�P i�Xv � xv
�jy�

�P i�Xv �� xv�jy�
� ����

where �P i�Xvjy� is the approximation to the a posteriori

distribution over Xv produced at cycle i� Equivalently�
the log�odds can be viewed as a decision accompanied by
a reliability value�

�xiv � argmaxxv � �L
i
v�xv

��� �Ri
v � j�Liv��x

i
v�j�

Once the iterative decoding procedure is complete� the
current information symbol decisions are used as estimates
of the information symbol values�
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Figure ��� A plot of the log�odds versus decoding cycle
number� for the correct value of each information bit in
an unbiased sample of ��� cases �the code is described in
Section ���

� Early Detection

Often� after only a relatively small number of cycles� many
of the information symbols� state variables and codeword
symbols can be detected with a low rate of error� Consider
a systematic rate ��� turbo�coding system using two con�
stituent convolutional codes with identical encoder trans�
fer functions� ����octal����octal� The binary information
block length is ���� bits and there is a random interleaver
at the input to the second encoder� The system uses bi�
nary signaling over an Eb�N
 � ��� dB AWGN channel�
Fig� �� shows how the approximate a posteriori log�odds
���� changes during decoding� for each information bit in
an unbiased sample of ��� cases� The log�odds values for
the correct information bit values are shown� so that a
positive value indicates the bit is being correctly decoded�
whereas a negative value indicates the bit is being erro�
neously decoded� Values at i � � are equal to the signal
likelihood log�odds for the uncoded systematic component�
Approximately �� of these initially have the wrong sign�
indicating that threshold detection for the uncoded infor�
mation block would result in a BER of ����� The log�odds
for all cases shown eventually go positive during decoding�
Most of the information bits shown can be correctly de�
tected after only a few cycles and all of the bits shown can
be correctly detected after � cycles�

In general� knowing the values of some information sym�
bols� state variables� and codewords symbols reduces the
computational requirements for making soft decisions for
the remaining symbols� When the value of a random vari�

�
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Figure ��� The �owchart for soft iterative decoding with
early detection� At the end of each soft decoding cycle�
some of the information symbols� state variables and code�
word symbols are detected so that the computational de�
mands of later cycles are reduced�

able is known� the associated vertex in the MRF can be
removed from the code graph� simplifying further proba�
bility propagation� So� overall computational complexity
can be reduced by correctly detecting information sym�
bols� state variables and codeword symbols early on in the
iterative process� Of course� it is not possible to identify
with certainty a large fraction of these variables that can
be correctly detected� The hope is that if the number of
erroneous detections can be kept extremely low� an accept�
able �nal information symbol error rate can be obtained
with reduced computational complexity� We call any such
scheme early detection� Fig� �� shows a �owchart for this
method� After each constituent code is processed� some in�
formation symbols� state variables and codeword symbols
are detected early according to an early detection criterion�
In general� the criterion for early detection of random vari�
able Xv at cycle i depends on all previously computed log�
odds values� �Li

�

v� � �v
� � V� �i� � i� Note that although the

�owchart in Fig� �� allows for early detection after each
constituent code is processed� some criteria may restrict
early detection to occur at the end of each iteration �ie��
when i 	 � mod J��

Since early detection will inevitably lead to some errors
in the early�detected random variables� the early detec�
tion criterion must be designed with a desired informa�
tion symbol error rate in mind� Obviously� the criterion
should not give rise to an early�detected information sym�
bol error rate that is higher than the desired information
symbol error rate� More subtle� however� is the issue of
what consequences an erroneously early�detected variable
may have� It is conceivable that erroneous early�detection
in the �rst few cycles can lead to a catastrophic mode of
failure� Whereas it may be possible for the soft iterative
decoding algorithm to recover from a log�odds value that
has the wrong sign� once the corresponding random vari�
able is detected and its corresponding vertex removed from
the MRF� there is no possibility of recovery� However� we
have found that for practical purposes this e�ect �if it ex�
ists at all� is not prohibitive�

��� Thresholded Early Detection

The simplest criterion for early detection is to compare the
reliability value of each information symbol� state variable�
and codeword symbol with a static threshold� We prespec�
ify a threshold �v for each random variable Xv� �Often� it
makes sense to use one threshold for all information sym�
bols� a second threshold for all state variables� and a third
threshold for all codeword symbols�� If at cycle i� �Ri

v 
 �v�
then we detect random variable Xv early and set its value
to !xv � �xiv� We refer to this method of early detection
as thresholded early detection� Setting the thresholds to a
very large positive value e�ectively causes the algorithm to
behave like standard soft iterative decoding� On the other
hand� setting the thresholds to zero corresponds either to
detection based on a single constituent code or to a sin�
gle soft iterative decoding iteration� depending on whether
the threshold is applied at each cycle or only after each
complete iteration�

For the turbo�code system described above� Fig� ��
shows an unbiased sample of �� cases for which the ap�
proximate information bit log�odds drop below ����� dur�
ing decoding� Five of these cases are degenerate in the
sense that the log�odds converge to values with the wrong
sign� However� in the other �ve cases� after dropping be�
low ������ the log�odds rise above ��� and even eventually
above ����� If a threshold of � � ���� were used� all of these
bits would be erroneously early�detected within the �rst �
cycles� We are currently exploring early detection criteria
that avoid early detection of the nondegenerate cases�

An obvious way to minimize the chance of erroneous
early detection is to use very large thresholds� However�
if the threshold is set too high� the fraction of variables
that are early�detected will be negligible� In this case� the
computational complexity of further iterations will not be
signi�cantly reduced� Fig� �� shows the fraction of in�
formation bits not early�detected as a function of thresh�
old� in each of the �rst �� decoding cycles� for the turbo�
decoding system described above� For a given threshold�
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Figure ��� A plot of log�odds versus decoding cycle num�
ber� for the correct value of each information bit in an un�
biased sample of �� cases where the log�odds drop below
����� during decoding �the code is described in Section ���
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Figure ��� The fraction of information bits not early�
detected in each of the �rst �� decoding cycles as a function
of threshold �the code is described in Section ���

as decoding proceeds� more bits are early�detected� How�
ever� for higher thresholds very few bits are early�detected�
Evidently� a tradeo� must be made between complexity re�

duction and the �nal BER�

��� Termination Criterion

A termination criterion is used to determine when to in�
terrupt the iterative procedure and detect the remaining
information symbols� Berrou et al� ��	 simply execute a
predetermined number of cycles� In their case� this crite�
rion implies that a �xed number of computations are per�
formed for each information symbol sequence� When early
detection is used� however� the number of computations
per cycle varies from sequence to sequence and also during
decoding� In this case it makes sense to simply terminate
the procedure once a prede�ned number of computations
have taken place�

We are currently exploring a more sophisticated termi�
nation criterion that depends on the log�likelihood of the
observed channel output� given the current estimate of the
information symbol sequence� Because of the asymptotic
equipartition property ���	� for reasonably long sequences
this log�likelihood gives an accurate measure of the qual�
ity of the current information symbol sequence estimate�
The iterative procedure can be terminated when this log�
likelihood rises above a threshold� or when a prespeci�ed
computation limit is exceeded�

� Early Detection in MRFs

"""" Put parts of this paragraph later """" In this sec�
tion� we show how in general� the constituent MRFs are
simpli�ed when an information symbol� a state variable�
or a codeword symbol is early�detected� That is� after
early�detection� fewer computations are needed to propa�
gate probabilities across each constituent MRF� Also� we
show how di�erent types of vertex lead to di�erent reduc�
tions in MRF complexity for a given compound MRF� For
example� in Berrou et� al��s turbo�codes ��	� early�detection
of an information symbol gives the greatest amount of sim�
pli�cation whereas early�detection of a codeword symbol
gives the least amount of simpli�cation� In contrast� for
Gallager�s low density parity check codes ��	� there is no
essential distinction between information symbols and par�
ity check symbols� so early detection of a symbol of either
type leads to the same amount of graph simpli�cation�

If a random variable Xv is early�detected� then the sub�
sequent probability messages that vertex v sends to its par�
ent and children are �xed� So� we need no longer compute
���� ���� ���� and ��� for vertex v� An example is shown in
Fig� ��a� However� the above computations correspond to
an assumption that the MRF is singly�connected� In fact�
for multiply�connected MRFs� early�detection can save a
great deal more computation� Fig� ��b shows how early�
detecting an internal vertex for this MRF converts it from
a multiply�connected MRF to a singly�connected MRF�
for which probability propagation is exact� Fig� ��c shows
that early�detecting an internal vertex can also lead to a
limited reduction in computational complexity�

��
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Figure ��� �a� Early�detection of a leaf vertex leads to
little simpli�cation of the multiply�connected MRF� �b�
Early�detection of an internal vertex in this case trans�
forms the system from a multiply�connected MRF to a
signly�connected MRF� �c� Early�detection of an internal
vertex leads to moderate simpli�cation�

��� MRF Splicing

In the end� when decoding we are interested in the distribu�
tions over information symbols� given the channel output�
We are not directly interested in the distributions over the
state variables� In many cases� it is possible to 
splice out�
a state variable�

"""" Show how state variables can sometimes be 
spliced
out� """"

� Early Detection for Turbo�Codes� Trel�
lis Splicing

In this section� we illustrate how early detection applied
to turbo�codes can be used to reduce the overall compu�
tational complexity of decoding� For turbo�codes� each
constituent MRF is a trellis that is processed using a spe�
cial case of the probability propagation algorithm� called
the forward�backward algorithm ��� ��	 �see Section ���
This algorithm computes the a posteriori information bit
probabilities given the channel output� using a priori infor�
mation bit probabilities� The forward�backward algorithm
can be viewed simply as a combination of probabilistic

�ows� ���	 computed in the forward direction and in the
backward direction�

Consider the simple two�state trellis shown in Fig� ��a�
that corresponds� say� to constituent code Cj� Instead of

labelling the vertices 
v�� we will let Xk be the random
variable for the information bit in the kth section of the
trellis� and Sk be the random variable for the state at the
beginning of the kth section of the trellis� The edge in
the kth section of the trellis that leaves state sk � f�� �g
in response to information bit xk � f�� �g has an asso�
ciated branch metric� �xk

k �sk�� These metrics are deter�
mined from the received signals and the a priori proba�
bilities regarding the transmitted information bit values�
�For example� in a systematic code� the likelihoods for the
noisy received information bits can be included in the a

priori probabilities�� If P �Yjk � yjkjXk � xk� Sk � sk� is
the likelihood function for the kth received signal of con�
stituent code Cj� and P �Xk � xk� is the a priori proba�
bility for information bit xk� then

�xkk �sk� � P �Xk � xk�

�P �Yjk � yjkjXk � xk� Sk � sk��

The forward pass consists of computing the �ows from
these metrics in the forward direction� determining in the
end a �ow value 	k�sk� for each state sk at each section
k� k � � � � �K�

	k	���� � �
k���	k��� � ��k���	k����

	k	���� � ��k���	k��� � �
k���	k����

The �ow values at the beginning of the trellis� 	
�s
� are
set according to a priori knowledge� For example� if we
know �as we often do� that the encoder initialized the trellis
in state s
 � �� we set 	
��� � � and 	
�s
� � � for s
 �� ��
The backward pass simply consists of a �ow computation
in the reverse direction in order to obtain a �ow value

k�sk� for each state at each section�


k��� � �
k���
k	���� � ��k���
k	�����


k��� � ��k���
k	���� � �
k���
k	�����

Again� if we know that the encoder used trellis termination
so that the �nal state is sK � �� we set 
K��� � � and

K�sK � � � for sK �� �� The �ows are combined to obtain
the a posteriori odds that each information bit is � versus
�� given only the received signal sequence for constituent
code Cj�

P �Xk � �jyj�

P �Xk � �jyj�
�

	k�����k���
k	���� � 	k�����k���
k	����

	k����
k���
k	���� � 	k����
k���
k	����
�

where yj is the received signal sequence for constituent
code Cj�

The computational cost of each section in the forward�
backward algorithm thus consists of the time spent com�
puting the 	s and 
s for each state� as well as the time
spent computing the a posteriori odds� Although there
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Figure ��� Trellis splicing� �a� shows a two�state trellis
with edges accompanied by information bit labels and met�
rics and with nodes accompanied by �ows� �b� and �c�� If
we know that information bit k�� has a value of �� we can
cut the corresponding section out of the trellis and splice
the trellis back together� introducing new information bit
labels and new metrics for the connecting edges�

are various useful techniques and approximations for de�
creasing this cost ���� ��	� we will de�ne it as our basic
computational unit� and refer to it as a trellis section op�

eration�

Suppose that according to some early detection crite�
rion� we decide that the value of information bit Xk	� is
�� �Here� we will consider early�detection for information
symbols only�� As a consequence� the trellis simpli�es to
the one shown in Fig� ��b� The trellis can be simpli�ed
further by multiplying out the path metrics� giving the
trellis shown in Fig� ��c� Note that not only have the path
metrics changed� but also the transitions now correspond

to di�erent information bit values� In general� portions of
the trellis corresponding to early�detected information bits
can be cut away� and the remaining segments spliced to�
gether with new path metrics and new information bit edge
labels� If the values of b information bits are known� the
spliced trellis will be b sections shorter� leading to a com�
putational savings of b section operations for each future
forward�backward sweep�

In order to implement trellis splicing� an integer ar�
ray must be used to determine the state transitions�
�sk� xk� �� sk	�� Whereas in the original trellis this
mapping is very regular� after trellis splicing it is usually
not� For example� the information bits associated with the
outgoing edges of the kth state in Fig� ��c have opposite

values compared to those in Fig� ��a� The use of this ar�
ray slightly increases the computational complexity of each
section operation� Also� the array must be modi�ed each
time a section is cut away� However� both of these compu�
tational costs are insigni�cant compared to the cost of the
basic section operation� In the implementation of trellis
splicing used for the experiments presented in Section ��
we found that the percentage of cpu time spent on trellis
splicing was less than � � The integer array also requires
extra memory� However� the total memory requirement ac�
tually decreases while using trellis splicing� When a single
section is cut away� the memory liberated by the elimina�
tion of �s� 	s and 
s more than makes up for the extra
integer array memory introduced� Moreover� if sections
adjacent to the �rst are cut away� the transition array is
simply modi�ed� so that the memory associated with the
�s� 	s and 
s of the adjacent sections is completely recov�
ered�

	 Preliminary Results

We have simulated trellis splicing results for the turbo�
decoding system described in Section �� using thresholded
early detection applied at the end of each cycle� Fig� ��
shows plots of BER versus number of section operations
per information bit decoded� for thresholds of ���� ����
���� ����� ����� ����� ���� and ����� The curve for turbo�
decoding without trellis splicing is also shown� The iter�
ative termination criterion was that a speci�c number of
cycles were performed for each block� The resulting num�
ber of errors and number of section operations were then
averaged over block transmissions� In order to average out
the e�ects of catastrophic block failures �ie�� failure modes
where a large fraction of the information block is incor�
rectly decoded�� we simulated the transmission of ��� ���
information blocks for each threshold�

As expected� for a given threshold� early detection leads
to a BER �oor as a result of erroneously early�detected
information bits� This e�ect highlights the trade�o� that
is being made� A desired BER must be speci�ed before�
hand� A threshold is then chosen to maximize the frac�
tion of early�detected bits while maintaining the overall
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Figure ��� BER performance turbo�decoding with and
without thresholded early detection �the code is described
in Section ��� In order to average out the e�ects of block
failures� we simulated the transmission of ��� ��� informa�
tion blocks�

BER at this level� For a prespeci�ed BER� the compu�
tational complexity of decoding can be reduced the most
by using the threshold that corresponds to the curve in
Fig� �� that bottoms out at the prespeci�ed BER� Thus�
the locus of points corresponding to the knees of the curves
gives the achievable BER�complexity performances� The
locus of points described above is interpolated in Fig� �
which shows the computational reduction factor and the
threshold versus the designed BER� For a speci�ed BER�
the achievable computational reduction can be determined
fromFig� �a� and this reduction can be obtained using the
threshold determined from Fig� �b� This performance is
subject to the speci�c system under study� the method
of early detection �thresholded�� and also the termination
criteria used to stop the iterative procedure� We expect
that further experiments will lead to higher computational
reduction factors�


 Conclusions and Further Research

In this paper� we have introduced a method called early

detection that can be used in conjunction with soft iter�
ative decoding� In the new method� information symbols
are detected early on in decoding in order to reduce the
computational complexity of later processing� For the case
of convolutional constituent codes� early detection allows
trellis sections to be removed� The resulting spliced trel�
lis is shorter and so can be processed more quickly during
later processing� As an instance of early detection� we pre�
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Figure �� �a� Achievable computational reduction versus
BER for the code described in Section �� �b� Threshold
values that give the reductions plotted in �a��

sented thresholded early detection and simulated results for
this method applied to soft iterative decoding with convo�
lutional constituent codes �turbo�codes�� The new method
leads to a reduction in computational complexity of over
a factor of four in a speci�c operating regime� Early de�
tection may be applied using a wide variety of constituent
codes� The method is not much more di�cult to imple�
ment than standard soft iterative decoding� but leads to
an overall decrease in the computational complexity of de�
coding�

We believe that greater reductions in computational
complexity can be achieved than those presented in Sec�
tion �� Currently� we are exploring di�erent regimes �eg��
SNR� block length� encoder polynomials� type of con�
stituent code� m�� map� etc�� in order to determine un�
der what conditions early detection gives optimum perfor�
mance� Speci�cally� the early detection criterion and the
iterative termination criterion stand to be improved� For
example� it may be possible to assign a risk factor to each
information symbol �eg�� based on the length of the min�
imum code graph cycle of which the information symbol
is part of�� Each information symbol can have a di�erent
threshold that is determined from the risk factor� Also�
there may be a useful way to adapt the threshold during

decoding� The results in Section � were obtained using an
iterative termination criterion that simply required that
a speci�c number of cycles be performed for each block�

��



It seems that a more sophisticated criterion based on the
log�likelihood of the received signals might give better per�
formance�

The early detection scheme also provides insight into
how to isolate the information symbols that are leading
the soft iterative decoding procedure astray� If for a given
block there are relatively few of these symbols� it may be
possible to do exact decoding for the troublesome symbols�

We are also investigating session�level issues� such as how
the early detection and iterative termination criteria can
be set for a particular session� For example� some type of
preamble sent at the beginning of a session may be used
to determine the criteria� It may be useful to adjust the
criteria during a session�

Finally� we are exploring the general issue of how to
make statistically signi�cant conclusions� We have noted
earlier in this paper the possible presence of catastrophic
modes of failure �this is a general problem� not one that is
just relevant to early detection�� In such a mode of failure�
a signi�cant fraction �say �� � of the information symbols
are in error� To date� we have dealt with this by simu�
lating the transmission of a very large number of blocks�
However� it may be possible to use a more sophisticated
error model� Alternatively� paired statistical tests may be
useful for comparing two or more results�
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